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Escape the day to day stresses of modern life. Focus on the

whole you – mind, body and spirit.  Relax. Visualise yourself in a

peaceful setting. Hills ? Mountains ? Natural stone. Rocks from

the earth. Listen to the call of the earth itself. Intense feeling.

Warm sensation. Let that feeling of warmth infuse your psyche.

Your home. Tarkett® Minerals Flooring carry this sensation. 

With Tarkett® Minerals, you are connected to the earth and

what is real. 

Stone Effect
Jewel flooring.
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Ceramica
Natural tranquility.
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Mallorca
Finca look.
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outstanding exquisiteStand apart Awaken your senses

Welcome to Tarkett Laminate

decoration world. Because each

décor conveys an emotion, it says

something about who you are and

what you believe in. Each flooring

will echo your personality. It will

answer your need for originality

and identity. Tarkett Laminate

flooring, reveal yourself.

Inspired by Nature, made by Tarkett.

Mother Nature has endowed us with all her

marvels, giving us pleasure from the outline,

delight from the color, comfort from the 

texture. With its delicate textures and subtle

finish  Tarkett® gives thanks to Nature by bring-

ing laminate to an unprecedented level of style,

fineness & realism – not forgetting the extra

qualities that make it today’s best choice.
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Stone Effect by Tarkett® is a reflection of the earth, air
and sun typical for Southern Europe. Each stone will fit
in perfect harmony with every interior, offering the
charm and warm ambiance everyone is longing for.
Elegant but not showy, with a simple glowing
warmth, Stone Effect is probably the most ruggedly
handsome, solid and sensible choice for those looking
for a strong feel of indigenous architecture. Stone
Effect? Mediterranean Warmth.
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Amber Stone
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Scratch all preconceived ideas of laminate when you
discover Tarkett® Ceramica Effect collection. Tarkett®

Ceramica Effect’s large format designs offer the
warmth and exquisite charm of a natural slate floor
with a panache that rivals Mother Nature. Coming in 
an array of earthy colours, Ceramica Effect displays all
the lines, depth and character of natural slate. Then it
adds its own personal trump card: the SoundSafe effect
for a soothing atmosphere. With Ceramica Effect, give
added dimension to your floor. Be part of Tarkett®

Generation XXLaminate flooring.
Anthracite Slate



quiet strongThe sound of silence Demand for virtue
Kids playing throughout the house?

Let them build, colour, bang, run,  jump

& play. Even let your pet romp around to

his heart's content! Tarkett® Laminate

floors will bear up under your steps, and

missteps, for a long time. Tarkett®? No

worries.

Longing for an opportunity for serenity? 

An improvement in quality of life? Welcome

to the quiet world of Tarkett®’s acoustic solu-

tions and listen to the sound of silence.

Simply walk on your flooring and judge by

your ears: Tarkett® acoustic floorings are

up to 30% more silent than a standard

flooring. Tarkett® takes a stand against

noise, and proves that  design, resistance

and quietness can be brought together 

in a laminate flooring (tests and values

according to EPLF 021029-3).

Tarkett® latest noise-absorbent under-layer made of eco-friendly
cellulose fibres given an unprecedented treatment for unheard-of
acoustic properties. 100% ecological, 100% degradable, 100%
efficient. SoundSafe allows you comfort with ethics.

Tarkett’s promise for an HDF inner core of superior
resistance to marks and dents, great homogeneity
and stability, and a special reinforcement for high
moisture resistance.

Tarkett’s promise for a durable,
transparent, no-wax, scratch-and-
impact resistant surface. 
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Tarkett® Mallorca is a tantalising palette of broken
stone that teases all appetites for a Southern European
atmosphere. Subtly irregular, authentically textured,
each design displays a varied and captivating blend of
colours. Fiery and luminous, the predominant colour is
punctuated with deeper accents for added contrast. Let
the spicy vibrancy of Mallorca enter your home. Coming
in large format, Mallorca is part of Tarkett® Generation
XXLaminate flooring... With Tarkett® Mallorca, get the
feeling of holidays at home. Everyday.

Bluedun Peacock Slate



Take         it easy

Tarkett®’s X'traloc system lets you simply lay down 

the planks & click together. Anyone can do it.

Anywhere. X’traLoc by Tarkett®, it’s fast

and it lasts!

simple
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Silver Slate
17201

Anthracite Slate
17204

Terracotta Stone
17304

Dark tan Peacock Slate
19404

Bluedun Peacock Slate
19405

Ash Black Stone
17305

Grey Peacock Slate
19401

Tan Peacock Slate
19402

Ochre Stone
17301

Silver Shine Stone
17302

Amber Stone
17303

Sand Slate
17202

Terracotta Slate
17203

Nature does it with Style – so do Tarkett® Minerals.



The Minerals
www.tarkett.comCOOL SERENIT Y

1 Choose a product

3 Choose the accessory

2 Choose a feature

Pre-installation Tarkett® Foam (2 mm underlayer)

Tarkett® SoundBlock Foam (3 mm underlayer with vapour barrier)

During installation Distance spacers, installation springs, Tarkett® Sealer

After installation Colour-coordinated skirtings with fixing strip or clip holders

Colour-coordinated profiles or multi function moulding with fixing device

Tarkett® Antistatic Cleaner

Tarkett® Repair Kit

Ask your dealer for more information.

PRODUCT

Stone Effect LT7S 1292 x 192 x 7 9 2,23 AC3-IC1

Ceramica Effect LT8E 1302x 325x 8,5 5 2,116 AC3-IC1

Mallorca LT8B 1213x 328,4x 8 6 2,39 AC4-IC2

The information contained in this brochure is not contractual & subjected to modification for the benefit of further improvement.
Art.nb LAMIN06 2006/02     grintsch, cologne, germany

The laminate flooring that is best
suited to today’s busy lifestyles not electrical 

Length x
Width x
Thickness 
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